REPAYMENT OF RECRUITMENT FEES TO WORKERS:
4 EMERGING BEST PRACTICES

June 2021 Overview (report linked above and available at www.isssarainstitute.org)

Recruitment Fees and Worker Debt - Examples
o A Cambodian worker is recruited into a seafood canning facility in Thailand
through the formal MoU channel. She pays $600-900 for all related fees for
this job, with her family taking out informal loans to cover these costs. Even if
the job is exactly as promised and she experiences no wage theft, she will pay
2-3 months of salary of her 2 year contract to obtain this job.
o A Burmese fisherman pays an informal broker who has promised a job on a
fishing boat in the Thailand province of Ranong that borders Myanmar. He
instead is taken to the far southern province of Pattani, where he has to take a
loan out from the boat captain of his first 2 months of wages to cover his
current costs. He is not properly paid for long hours worked and spirals
further into debt as he takes additional loans to cover costs for food and
lodging.

Why Repayment?
o

No worker should have to pay for their job, but this is the entrenched and standard practice in
most places – the costs of recruitment have been pushed onto workers.

o

Many companies have committed to an employer pays approach, and/or ethical recruitment
policies and approaches. These are important steps to protecting workers from debt, and
ensuring formalized recruitment that allows for standards and monitoring.

o

At this stage, industry bodies and companies should be able to clearly state their policies and
commitments, and take concrete steps to ensure their application.

Where is the Seafood Sector?
o

Exploitative and informal recruitment systems
remain, and in many cases are more entrenched
for seafood specific recruitment, such as onto
fishing boats.

o

Despite years of progress in Thailand, a systematic
denial of fisher’s rights persists.

o

Willingness to accept lighter touch and ineffective
approaches – company controlled initiatives only,
social audits for vessels, certification schemes
that do not identify or remediate large risks.

Worker Recruitment in SE Asia - Updates
o Closed borders, cross-border recruitment suspended since 2020
o Undocumented workers - regularization period in Thailand, other workers who
lost jobs all quickly searching for employment. Raises questions of how
recruitment policies cover walk-in recruitment of migrant workers.
o Issara support has focused on support to stranded workers, ongoing
remediation and ensuring rights during COVID, support to workers and
employers to safely change jobs, and a recruitment marketplace platform

o Employ Rigorous and Ethical Recruitment Survey Methods

o Monitor and Verify Through Worker Voice
o Ensure Clear, Ongoing Communication and Transparency with Workers
o Practice Fairness, Transparency and Inclusiveness Among Involved
Companies: Ethical Recruitment is a Shared Responsibility with Shared Costs
as well as Benefits

2.MONITOR & VERIFY THROUGH
WORKER VOICE
EMPLOY ONGOING MONITORING BY
WORKERS.

3. ENSURE CLEAR, ONGOING
COMMUNICATION &
TRANSPARENCY WITH WORKERS
o Case Study: Verbal and written communications with workers before and throughout process,
empowering workers to understand full process and raise questions
o Recommendations to include eligible former workers:

Communications channels in countries of destination and origin
Worker validation of payments received to updated channels (current bank, etc.)
Set realistic timeframes

4. PRACTICE FAIRNESS,
TRANSPARENCY & INCLUSIVENESS
AMONG INVOLVED COMPANIES
Case study: How Worker Voice is Good for Suppliers and
Building Better Business, Even With Competing Priorities
o Repayment exercise identified systems strengthening
needed: end use of on site informal brokers and taking
accountability for origin-side practices and fees
o Brand focused on repayment and quickly, mainly due to
pressures around demonstrating progress on EPP.
Supplier leadership saw need to continue progress.
o Catalyst often from brand/buyer/external pressure, but
sustainability influenced by who paying, goals of
repayment, and ties to systems strengthening vs
superficial risk management

Q. Are these best practices just
for companies committed to
operationalizing zero fees across
their supply chain?
A. No! There’s value to tapping
into worker voice for a baseline as
well - where is your supply chain at
in terms of recruitment risks?

Ways Forward

Immediate
o Require disclosure of all formal and informal actors engaged in labour
recruitment process, all contracts, terms and conditions, vetting criteria and
responsibilities within employer for recruitment
o Analysis of red flags: destination side agents, excessive or informal actors,
high worker turnover, analysis of worker voice
Ongoing
o Discussions of recruitment costs and margins, inclusion in contracts
o Relevant training of all suppliers and recruitment agencies
o Collaboration with local partners, baseline or repayment surveys

